a b s t r a c t
Geometric forms have formal definitions. While knowing shape names is considered important for schoolreadiness, many children do not understand the defining features of shapes until well into elementary school (Satlow & Newcombe, 1998) . One reason is likely that they do not encounter enough variety in the shapes they see (Resnick, Verdine, Golinkoff, & Hirsh-Pasek, 2016) . The present study observed 60 parents and their 3-year-old children during play with geometric toys, exploring how spatial language varied with the nature of the shape-toy set (canonical shapes versus a mix of canonical and unusual or less-canonical variants) and whether geometric shapes were presented as tangible, traditional toys or shown on a touchscreen tablet app. Although children in the app condition heard more shape names than the other conditions due to the language produced by the app itself, children used more overall words and more spatial language with tangible toys that included varied shapes. In addition, parents used more shape names with sons than with daughters and tended to adjust their use of spatial language more in response to varied shape sets with boys, although these findings need replication to evaluate generality. These data suggest that including non-canonical shapes in tangible shape toys may provide a low-cost, high-impact way of refining adult-child interactions that might facilitate children's early geometric knowledge.
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Shape knowledge is important for school-readiness and is an integral part of the early childhood standards for beginning math (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010) . Accordingly, shapes have also become a focus of preschool curricula (Office of Head Start, 2011). Shape knowledge represents an early form of geometric knowledge, which is increasingly included in broadly focused early math measures, such as the Child Math Assessment (Starkey, Klein, & Wakeley, 2004) or the Research-Based Early Maths Assessment (Clements, Sarama, & Liu, 2008) . Shape knowledge is, thus, widely regarded as a vital part of a foundation for future mathematical development Research also indicates that identifying geometric forms is related to early spatial skills (Verdine, Bunger, Athanasopoulou, Golinkoff, & Hirsh-Pasek, 2017) and spatial skills are important for academic success, particularly in math and science (Newcombe, 2017) . The causal link between shape knowledge and spatial skills is not likely conferred by just learning shape names, but rather occurs because shape exposure through play leads to children discussing the spatial properties of objects and exercising their spatial skills. For example, activities such as aligning shapes to be inserted into shape sorters or creating tangrams require spatial skills. These activities likely also foster attention to features of shape and lead to talk with parents about the number or sizes of sides on shapes and the similarities and differences between them. Because of the importance of shape knowledge and spatial skills in early math learning, it is important to consider ways of maximizing what children learn from their experiences with shapes.
Early shape learning
By age 3, children know the names of some basic shapes (Clements, Swaminathan, Hannibal, & Sarama, 1999; Verdine, Lucca, Golinkoff, Hirsh-Pasek, & Newcombe, 2016) but do not understand many of their defining properties, such as the number of sides or angles (Clements & Battista, 1992; Clements et al., 1999; Fisher, Hirsh-Pasek, Newcombe, & Golinkoff, 2013) . Despite shape play being a common early childhood activity, it is not until elementary school that most children begin to accurately apply shape names to unusual variants, such as isosceles triangles, and learn that defective versions of shapes (e.g., shapes with gaps in the sides) are invalid category members (Satlow & Newcombe, 1998) . This outcome is hardly surprising given the amounts and type of exposure they receive. For example, early educators in a university childcare center for children from birth to five years rarely used shape names or identified shape properties (Rudd, Lambert, Satterwhite, & Zaier, 2008) . Young children are also rarely exposed to unusual variants that would challenge their concepts for shape categories. Shape toys seldom include varied versions from the same shape category and focus on canonical or "normal" shapes, such as equilateral triangles, circles, and squares (Resnick et al., 2016) . Most shape sets do not include rectangles.
Yet there seems to be little reason to exclude complex or unusual shapes when teaching them and no sound developmental explanation for why it takes many children so long to learn the defining features of shapes. Preschool children are capable of learning shape categories, properties, and definitions to appropriately sort noncanonical shapes when taught using methods that highlight the defining features (Fisher et al., 2013) . During a "guided play" interaction, an adult provided scaffolding to help children discover properties of shapes in a playful, exploratory manner. Children were told all of the shapes were "real" shapes and were asked to help in figuring out the shapes' secret (i.e., what makes them "real"). After exploring, the experimenter helped "discover" the distinguishing features through questions and tracing shapes as they examined exemplar cards.
This kind of teaching about shapes is likely not typical; even when teachers, who are presumably experts in educating children, talk about shapes, they focus on naming shapes rather than on their properties and characteristics (Sarama & Clements, 2004) . Children quickly learn to attach the basic shape names to canonical versions; however, if there is no variety in the shapes being shown and little discussion of their properties, then repeated exposure and naming of canonical shapes simply reinforces incorrectly constrained ideas of what defines shape categories. Though we know of no data to support this suggestion, it is plausible that drilling children on canonical shapes names could cement overly narrow ideas about shapes and make it more difficult to later learn the actual defining features. Regardless, the existing literature strongly suggests that, rather than children being developmentally unprepared to learn more, it is probably how we are teaching shapes that leads many preschoolers to have immature or inaccurate shape knowledge.
Language and early spatial development
Parents often engage young children in play with shapes and shapes are relatively common in toy sets for infants and toddlers (Resnick et al., 2016) . In Pruden, Levine, and Huttenlocher (2011) , basic shape terms were among the common words parents used in 13.5 h of observation (circle was used by 80% of parents, shape by 72%, square by 65%, and triangle by 62%). However, mere exposure to shape names is likely insufficient for fostering deep shape knowledge or for spurring spatial skills and mastery of other spatial language. Terms describing the spatial features of shapes, for example, may be particularly crucial in bolstering children's shape knowledge and more likely to have effects on spatial skills.
Though most of the available studies are correlational in nature, hearing or using spatial language in informal contexts tends to be related to better spatial skills in children. For example, Pruden et al. (2011) observed parent spatial talk in the home and found that hearing spatial language during toddlerhood, including shape names, was related to spatial performance at 54 months on the Children's Mental Transformation Task (Levine, Huttenlocher, Taylor, & Langrock, 1999) and a Spatial Analogies test (adapted from Huttenlocher & Levine, 1990) . Their mediation analyses suggest that, rather than a direct connection, these result from parent spatial talk encouraging child spatial talk, which is then related to spatial performance. Though there was no link between parent spatial talk and the WPPSI Block Design subtest after controlling for parents' non-spatial tokens, there was a direct relation of child spatial talk with the test.
The importance of spatial language for child spatial performance has also been documented in the context of shared book-reading. For example, parents of 5-year-olds who discussed spatial relationships between images that portrayed different viewpoints of the same scene had children with better spatial skills (Szechter & Liben, 2004) . The importance of spatial language use has also been documented in a museum setting (Polinsky, Perez, Grehl, & McCrink, 2017) , where an experimental manipulation of instruction to parents led to the use of more spatial language during a spatial construction task at an exhibit. Improvements in post-test scores on a spatial task were related to the amount of spatial language children used. In summary, children's use of spatial language during toddlerhood is related to a range of spatial skill improvements and their use of spatial language tends to be related to parents' use of spatial language. Therefore, finding ways to encourage both parent's and children's use of spatial language in early interactions is likely to improve later spatial skills for children.
Indeed there is general evidence that spatial activities are related to later spatial skill and mathematics performance (Levine, Ratliff, Huttenlocher, & Cannon, 2012; Lombardi, Casey, Thomson, Nguyen, & Dearing, 2018) , including a number of studies focused on how differences in early spatial experience are likely involved (e.g., Nazareth, Herrera, & Pruden, 2013; Terlecki & Newcombe, 2005) in creating the male advantages in some spatial skills, notably mental rotation, which emerge after preschool (e.g., Frick, Möhring, & Newcombe, 2014; Linn & Petersen, 1985) .
Early shape experience through joint parent-child play with shape toys is probably common already, given the availability of shape toys in the market. Parents and children are clearly talking about shapes with relative regularity (Pruden et al., 2011) . Likewise, children appear to seek out play with shapes during free play. Seo and Ginsburg (2004) observed 4-and 5-year-olds from mixed economic backgrounds and found that the most common mathematical activities were categorized as being related to pattern and shape (21% of all instances; 8% higher than any other category). In play, adults and children can label shapes, talk about defining characteristics, and use spatial language or gestures to discuss shapes (Cartmill, Pruden, Levine, & Goldin-Meadow, 2010) . But can we encourage dyads to do more, and to vary their input more?
The role of parents, play, and toy design
It is well established that the nature of parent-child interactions around different toys is predictive of related skills. For example, Ramani, Rowe, Eason, and Leech (2015) observed parent-child interactions during a semistructured play interaction using a series of three sets of materials chosen to elicit talk about numbers. They found that aspects of both parent's and children's math talk were related to the child's numerical knowledge. There is also evidence that seemingly simple changes to the design of learning materials like toys or games can influence what is learned from them. For example, Siegler and Ramani (2009) found that playing a linear board game increased understanding of numerical magnitudes more than a circular game.
There appears to be a role for spatial language in bolstering shape knowledge and shape play provides opportunities for increased exposure. A better understanding of how toy design influences parent-child interactions can guide decisions on how to improve play experiences without cumbersome interventions. We know that parents tend to use more spatial language with their children when engaged in spatially relevant play, but we also know that the amount they use varies widely (Ferrara, Hirsh-Pasek, Newcombe, Golinkoff, & Lam, 2011; Pruden et al., 2011) . Investigating potential mechanisms for increasing the prevalence of spatial language in parent-child interactions is crucial. Even briefly providing parents with information on the significance of spatial language, and suggestions for how to incorporate spatial language or guidance into block play, can increase the amount of spatial language parents and children use during interactions (Borriello & Liben, 2017) .
Since the introduction of the iPad in 2010, children are being offered many more virtual play experiences (Rideout, 2017) . Though these virtual experiences afford some advantages over tangible materials, for example no physical limitations on the types of stimuli that can be included, research suggests that aspects of electronic instruction may be disruptive to task-relevant language compared to non-electronic toys. One study found that parents' language quality when playing with their child was greater when playing with a traditional shape sorter relative to an electronic one (Zosh et al., 2015) . When playing with the electronic shape sorter, parents used fewer spatial terms and demonstrated fewer shape focused behaviors, instead talking about non-shape features of the toy. A similar pattern of results has been documented with 10-to 16-month-old infants during parent-child interactions with traditional toys, electronic toys, and books; adults produced fewer overall words and content-specific words with electronic toys than the other types (Sosa, 2016) . These differences in the language produced by adults may be particularly important due to research showing that automated or electronic prompts may not be as effective for learning as those delivered by humans (e.g., Strouse, O'Doherty, & Troseth, 2013) , especially for children with more limited vocabulary or executive function skills (Strouse & Ganea, 2016) .
If electronic toys, which tend to closely resemble their nonelectronic counterparts, can elicit substantially different reactions from parents and children, are there minor changes that can be made to toy designs that will substantially increase a focus on the defining features of shapes and exposure to spatial language other than just shape names? Research on concept formation (e.g., Carmichael & Hayes, 2001; Rakison & Oakes, 2003) and prior literature on shape learning (Satlow & Newcombe, 1998) suggests that designing shape toys with varied, less-canonical instances could provide better opportunities to learn their defining features. Toys with more varied shapes, including atypical variants, may increase children's understanding of shape properties and definitions (Resnick et al., 2016; Verdine et al., 2016) . Furthermore, providing varied instances per category might also draw children's attention to their similarities and differences and provide opportunities to talk about these properties. Ultimately, careful design seems likely to increase spatial language talk about spatial and measurement terms such as relative length and size as well as providing practice with mathematics (e.g., counting sides). As Pruden et al. (2011) suggest, that type of spatial talk by children is specifically what links shape knowledge to spatial skills. The paucity of shape sets with these properties may be a proximal cause of children entering school without definition-focused concepts for most geometric shapes.
Research questions and hypotheses
The present study focuses on parent-child interactions with 3-year-old children during play with different geometric toys because, at this age, few children have deep knowledge of the defining features of geometric shapes. Therefore, optimal teaching of shapes for this age would likely be less about providing shape names and more about discussing the shapes' spatial properties and defining features. Touchscreen apps, which tend to repeat shape names, also tend not to reference shape properties. This may distract parents from talking about the spatial properties of shapes or simply reduce all shape conversation. Toys including a variety of shapes with different spatial properties that can be compared, on the other hand, may focus parents on those attributes and encourage dyads to discuss spatial properties and defining features.
Given these possibilities, our overarching question is whether the design of geometric toys influence parent and child language during play sessions focused on learning about shapes. Does shape naming, spatial language, or the number of questions parents and children ask naturally differ during play with shape toys that include more varied shapes (e.g., an equilateral and a scalene triangle) compared with toys that only contain standard, canonical versions? Does play with a shape-focused touchscreen app elicit similar parent-child interactions as does manual play with tangible shape sets containing the same shapes? If the design of shape materials impacts the extent to which adults and children discuss shapes or there are early gender differences in these interactions, it may have critical implications for educators, parents, and toy manufacturers.
We predicted that parents and children would use more spatial language and make more references to shapes with the alternate shape-toy set that included more varied shapes than a standard toy set. When presented with two shapes that look very different but are still considered, say, triangles, we expected these alternate shapes to provoke discussion of the similarities and differences between shapes and therefore increase the use of spatial and number-related language. We also expected the unusual shapes in the alternate condition might lead to confusion or curiosity from children or make it more likely that parents might try to lead their child to exploring the unusual properties of the shapes. Each of these possibilities we would expect to be accompanied by the groups asking more questions. Given prior work on decreased language quality and quantity in interaction with electronic versus traditional shape sorters (Zosh et al., 2015) , we predicted that both parents and children would talk less overall and use less shape, spatial, and number-related language with a touchscreen tablet app than with a concrete set of the same shapes.
Exploratory analyses
Given general interest in gender differences for spatial skills and the fact that gender differences in some spatial skills emerge later, we did exploratory analyses including gender. If early shape experiences are important for spatial development and males tend to develop better spatial skills eventually, then we might expect to find that males and their parents use more or different spatial language during early interactions with shapes.
We also expected that the influence of including more varied shapes would result primarily in a general increase in spatial language use, rather than an increase specific in any particular type of spatial language. However, children or adults might focus very specifically on properties of the atypical shapes (e.g., the relative length of sides or other properties of the shapes), in which case, we might expect the spatial language increase to be largest for certain categories of spatial language. Therefore, we did include investigations of the spatial language subcategories as an exploratory set of analyses, where we would expect to see the biggest influence of the alternate shape condition on the number of words produced for the spatial dimensions (e.g., big, short, tall), continuous amount (e.g., less, part, more, piece), and spatial features and properties (e.g., angle, corner, line) subcategories.
Method

Participants
Participants were 60 parent-child dyads (child age M = 35.8 months; SD = 1.2; range = 34.3-38.1; females = 30; males = 30). Parents were overwhelmingly mothers (N = 56) but included fathers (N = 3) and grandparents (N = 1). All children were monolingual according to our criterion (>70% exposure to English -M = 98.3; SD = 6.0). Each of the three toy conditions contained 20 children (10 females). Participants were recruited by telephone through a database of volunteers to be contacted about participating in lab studies. The sample was predominantly white (52 Caucasian; 5 Black; 2 Other; 1 Unreported) and most parents had at least a 4year degree (55 of 60). Children received a certificate, sticker, and t-shirt for their participation.
An additional 12 parent-child dyads came to the lab and were therefore randomly assigned to condition and consented to be in the study, but were ultimately dropped. 8 were dropped immediately following the sessions: 3 for the child having suspected developmental delays as judged from the questionnaire and low test performance; 2 for indicating less than 70% English exposure on the questionnaire; 2 for equipment problems that prevented data capture for coding; and 1 because the tester became not blind to condition during the procedure. An additional 4 were dropped as we made final coding decisions: 3 for not playing with the assigned materials for a minimum of 5 min; and 1 for a parent speech problem that made the session impossible to transcribe. There were 6 dropped participants in the tablet condition, 5 in the standard condition, and 1 in the atypical condition. The only participants dropped for a reason likely to have been influenced by assignment to condition were children dropped for not playing with the assigned material; given the common assumption that tablets are engaging, it is perhaps noteworthy that all 3 of the children dropped for not playing with the assigned materials had been randomly assigned to play with the tablet.
Materials
Each of the toys featured 10 shape categories for children to learn: circle, triangle, square, rectangle, hexagon, diamond, oval, crescent, star, and heart. These shapes and names were used because they appeared that way in the touchscreen app, which could not easily be altered. Though the names may not be the most mathematically appropriate (e.g., diamond instead of rhombus) or the shapes the most geometrically relevant (e.g., hearts and stars), the shapes sets are ecologically valid; these shapes and names are used often by shape toys (Resnick et al., 2016) . With the exception of the occasional error (e.g., calling a hexagon an octagon), the only name that was commonly used by both parents and children that differed from that used by the tablet was calling the crescent a "moon."
The three possible toy sets, shown in Fig. 1 , were: 20 wooden shapes including two canonical or "standard" versions of each of the 10 shape categories (the standard condition); 20 wooden shapes with one set of 10 standard shapes and one set of 10 alternate versions of each shape (the alternate condition); and an iPad game called Shapes Toddler Preschool by Toddler Teasers which randomly presented standard versions of the 10 shapes (the tablet condition).
The wooden shapes were made of 3/8" thick plywood painted yellow to match the tablet shapes. The standard sets of shapes were equilateral versions or had sides with "typical" proportions (e.g., the rectangle was close to a "golden rectangle" which have sides with a ratio of 1.62:1). They were modeled after the iPad app shapes to keep their appearances consistent with the tablet condition, but were scaled up to make them easier for children to handle. With the larger size, most shape sides increased approximately 1 cm in comparison to the tablet versions.
The alternate versions of the shapes varied the dimensions of the standard shapes to create versions that were different and yet still, by definition, valid members of their respective shape categories. In some cases, like with circle or square, the only way to alter the appearance without altering the shape category to which they belong was to alter the overall size. In the case of the rectangle, the scaling of orthogonal sides could be changed, but not the size of the angles. For many of the other shapes, the relative length of sides, angles, or the proportions of other parts could be altered. Controlling how "different" these shape sets were from one another was not possible because the shape alterations were different for each shape category.
The tablet used was a second-generation iPad (screen: 24.3 cm × 19.5 cm). The app (Shapes Toddler Preschool) featured 4 modes of play (quizzing, flashcards, toy box, and puzzle). Parents were asked to only play with the quizzing, flashcard, and puzzle modes, but were not directed how to allocate their time in those modes (see Fig. 1 for screenshots). The quizzing mode presented a word on the screen beneath a selection of shapes and said the shape name. When the child touched the correct shape the tablet would play a celebratory sound and proceed to the next shape. If the child touched the wrong shape, the tablet would indicate that it was wrong and the shape would disappear, leaving fewer options for the next attempt. The flashcard mode simply provided a page with the shape and name printed below it. The app would say the shape name when the shape appeared and children could "flick" through the shapes by swiping across the screen. The puzzle mode featured a shape at the bottom left and outlines of the shapes. The child had to drag the shapes into the outlines and, when successful, a new shape would appear until all the outlines were filled. Each time the child touched the shape to drag it, the tablet would say its name. A celebratory sound was played when the shape was properly placed. The toy box mode, which we asked parents not to use, featured many animated scenes in which music played. In piloting, we saw that this mode featured little shape naming content, parents and children tended to silently watch the action, there were few opportunities for parents to provide feedback, help, or interject additional information, and the mode could not be at all approximated with similar activities in the tangible material conditions.
Procedure
Dyads were randomly assigned to toy condition when scheduled to come to the lab. Parents were first given consent materials and a short questionnaire about their child's development. During this time children participated in a "warm-up" session in a playroom, which consisted of an undergraduate research assistant blind to the child's condition playing with the child using a set of general lab toys. All potentially geometric toys (e.g., magnetic building blocks) were specifically removed from the play area, leaving behind toys like a kitchen and cooking set, dolls, some figurines, books, and farm animals. The dyads then went to another quiet room where parents were instructed by an experimenter to play with the assigned toy for ten minutes while being video recorded (see full scripts in Appendices A and B). They were told their goal was to try to teach their child as many of the target shapes as possible using the assigned toy. In the tangible toy conditions, parents were offered suggestions for activities to complete that corresponded to the tablet app. In the tablet condition, parents were shown how to use the tablet and the different modes of the app. An instructional guide on the wall was present for all conditions and provided an image and name for each shape. Parents were told to use this guide for their reference, but not directly use it to teach. The guide included the same shape names and images as the tablet app to try to ensure that all parents used the same shape names regardless of condition, since piloting had revealed that some dyads used alternate names (e.g., moon instead of crescent). The guide also ensured all parents knew the correct shape names.
Video processing
Transcribing
Parent, child, and tablet utterances from the first 5 min of each dyad's 10-min interaction were transcribed. This timeframe was selected to reduce the burden of transcribing videos and because much of the sample did not continue to play with the toys for the full 10 min without disruptions influencing the validity of the data (e.g., bathroom breaks, seriously off-topic conversations). Concerns about data validity would have also been differential across condi-tions; more children in the tablet condition tended to be distracted during the final 5 min. Indeed the only 3 children dropped for not playing in the first 5 min were in the tablet condition. This decision to focus on the first 5 min, if anything, likely reduced the effect sizes we would have otherwise observed for comparisons to that condition.
Transcriptions were coded and evaluated using CLAN software (MacWhinney, 2000) . All reported reliability statistics are Kripendorff's alpha, a statistic described in Hayes and Krippendorff (2007) with macros for calculating it. The advantage to using Kripendorff's alpha is that it allows reliabilities to be calculated and compared across any numbers of coders, values, different metrics, and with unequal sample sizes, providing a means to calculate a single reliability statistic for all of the coded variables that can be more readily compared within and across studies. Alpha levels above 0.800 are considered acceptable with those from 0.667 to 0.800 recommended for more tentative conclusions (Krippendorff, 2004) .
Because of the amount of video to transcribe, 11 transcribers were initially used. A manual was created by the first author, with input from the lab manager and senior undergraduates. Once written, the manual was used to practice transcribing a pilot participant, which the lab manager checked for general accuracy and total word count. After meeting to discuss concerns, the transcriber continued to a second practice transcription. After a second meeting, transcribers were randomly assigned to participants and each interaction was transcribed twice. This approach allowed reliability assessment of each transcriber against a random set of other transcribers and ensured we could identify transcribers with poor reliability or difficult videos to transcribe. The only edits made to transcriptions, once they were completed and prior to reliability analysis, were for spelling corrections and typos. The changes were made without comparison between transcription pairs by the first author using word replacements in CLAN.
Three transcribers completed transcriptions but had low reliability. Their allotment of participants was re-transcribed by those with higher reliability and only data from the 8 transcribers with acceptable reliability are reported. The 3 dropped transcribers consistently undercounted tablet word counts; the tablet would repeat a word each time the child touched a shape, which they sometimes did rapidly, making them difficult to accurately count. Once they were removed, reliability was good and all remaining discrepancies for pairs of transcriptions were small, so transcriptions were not further rectified.
The average reliability between the retained transcribers was high for the total number of words (M Krippendorf's = 0.98; range = 0.96-0.99), utterances (M Krippendorf's ˛ = 0.97; range = 0.96-0.99), tagged spatial words (M Krippendorf's ˛ = 0.97; range = 0.96-0.99), and questions (M Krippendorf's ˛ = 0.79; range = 0.68-0.89). Because of acceptable reliability, from each transcription pair a "master" transcription was selected, which was always the one transcribed by the coder with the higher average reliability. This master transcription was then used for all further language counts and for utterance-level coding.
Language counts
CLAN software generated counts for all tokens and types for each speaker in a transcription. CLAN was also used to count the total number of shape names, spatial words, number words, and questions. Tokens to refer to the total number of words spoken, regardless of whether a word had been used previously in the interaction. Types are the number of unique words spoken. For example, if a speaker said triangle three times, triangle would be counted three times as a shape name token and three times for all tokens, but only counted once for all types and shape word types. Groups of specific word types were counted by generating a list to be searched out (see Appendix C), which CLAN then counted for each speaker in every master transcription. In general, our strategy for choosing words was to be more exhaustive in counting than may seem entirely necessary for each category. If the additional words were truly unnecessary and did not actually occur, then they would not be counted and have no influence on the statistics. 5.4.2.1. Shape names. The list of shape names was first generated from the shapes section of the Cannon, Levine, and Huttenlocher (2007) spatial language coding manual. Our lab generated additional names to make a more exhaustive list (see Appendix C). Though very rarely used, the additional names were included to capture any potential talk about more advanced shapes. 5.4.2.2. Spatial words. The list of spatial words was generated by using each spatial word listed in 7 of the 8 categories defined in Cannon et al. (2007) . This list excluded the category of shape names because they were counted separately and the main spatial language variable included only the other 7 spatial subcategories. For exploratory purposes, the 7 spatial word subcategories were tracked separately and analyzed, though the word counts for some categories were quite low and analyses related to these subcategories should be interpreted with some caution.
Number words.
Number words were counted for the numbers 1-20 plus 50 and 100. This list includes the numbers necessary for describing features of the shapes (e.g., 4 sides) and all of the numbers that dyads would need to count all of the shapes in the shape sets. Fifty and 100 were never actually used and reference to numbers higher than 10 were quite rare, which is not surprising since most early 3-year-olds are not yet adept at counting and few truly understand the cardinal principle (Sarnecka & Carey, 2008) .
Questions.
Transcribers marked utterances that were questions while they were transcribing and these were counted from the master transcriptions. Coders were allowed to use intonation and context to infer whether a statement could be considered a question and most ambiguity centered on grammatically incomplete child statements.
Results
Statistical approach
Child production, parent production, and all language exposure (parent + tablet) are the 3 "speaker categories" used throughout the analyses. The all language exposure variables count language spoken by the parent and the tablet together (i.e., all heard language); these analyses use only the parent language counts for the alternate and standard conditions, since those conditions had no other sources of language heard by the child. Within this paper, we focus our analyses and discussion on token counts as opposed to type counts. This is typical of prior research on interactions (e.g., Pruden et al., 2011) and, in our data, patterns were generally similar for tokens and types. Analyses including types are available in the online supplement. For most tables in the results, abbreviations are used for condition (i.e., the toy type that was being played with): Tab = tablet condition; Std = standard shape condition; and Alt = alternate shape condition.
Since the dependent variables are counts, many distributions were non-normal and homogeneity of variance was a problem. Independence could also not be assumed since most dependent variables were subsets of the all language variables. Therefore, many parametric statistics were not appropriate (e.g., MANOVA) and instead bootstrapping was used. Bootstrapped parameters were estimated using SPSS with 10,000 iterations resampled with replacement from the original dataset. Resampling was done for all means and each individual regression.
The main analyses in the first section of the results were guided by prior research and targeted to answer our specific research questions. These regressions included dummy variables for the alternate condition and tablet condition as predictors of the 5 dependent variables (all tokens, shape name tokens, spatial tokens, number tokens, and questions). 4 of these regressions were repeated using the 5th dependent variable, all tokens, as a covariate. The regressions with the all language covariate entered prior to the predictors tell us whether each predictor variable significantly predicts the number of those specific words or questions, taking into account the fact that speakers who talk more overall are likely to produce more questions and more of every word type.
For the purposes of generating a complete report and informing future research, we follow this section with a section presenting analyses that include other variables (e.g., gender) and that investigated the subsets of our spatial language variable. We consider these analyses and results exploratory, and therefore in need of replication and targeted study. They appear in their entirety in the online supplement.
All regressions use the standard condition as the reference sample, with ˇ weights relative to that condition; positive values indicate higher production relative to the standard shape set and negative values indicate lower. Because the variables are all counts and the condition and sex variables are dummy coded (1 and 0), thě weights "units" for condition and sex can be interpreted as words or questions. For example, if the Tablet condition had a ˇ weight of −12.0 for child shape name tokens, a child assigned to play with the tablet would be expected to produce 12 fewer shape name tokens during a 5-min interaction than a child assigned to play with the standard shape set. The standard condition was the reference sample for theoretical and practical reasons; the best comparison toy for the alternate and tablet materials was the standard shape set, sharing the same shape designs with the tablet and sharing the same physical form with the alternate shapes. We also predicted that the standard condition means would be intermediate between the other conditions, a pattern the data tend to follow, yielding more easily interpreted ˇ weights which are mostly positive for the alternate condition and mostly negative for the tablet. Use the 95% confidence intervals for the alternate and tablet condition w eights to compare those groups.
Main study analyses
The mean number of tokens produced by children, parents, and the parents and tablet together are presented in Fig. 2 and Table 1 . Full descriptive statistics for the main study variables including raw means, percentiles (Table S1) , and bootstrapped means (Table  S2 ) are reported in the online supplement. The overall regression model statistics are reported in Table 2 for each of the 3 speaker groups. The p-value cutoff for a Bonferroni correction of 5 repeated regression analyses is p < 0.0102. Therefore, any analysis in Table 2 with two asterisks meets that cutoff. For ease of interpretation, especially for the all language exposure analyses, regardless of significance, we have chosen to report individual regression estimates (Tables 3 and 4 ) for the main dependent variables without a covariate (models labeled C). The F p-values from Table 2 appear in brackets in the model columns of Tables 3-5. The models using all tokens as a covariate (Tokens + C) were only included when the overall model met the p < 0.01 criteria.
In most of the regressions with just the condition variables entered (labeled C in Table 2) , parent and child production were influenced by condition assignment, with the exception of number tokens for the children. Outcomes for the regressions using data which included language produced by the tablet (all lan-guage exposure) are quite different from the child and parent production regressions and only shape names and numbers have significant condition differences. Not surprisingly, the all tokens covariate tended to be a significant predictor in regressions where the covariate was entered; the only exception was for the regression predicting shape name tokens in the Parent + Tablet condition (Table 2) . This exception is likely because the tablet produced an exceptionally large number of shape name tokens (about 65 on average; Fig. 2 ) and therefore an unusually large percentage of shape names as a function of overall token production. These patterns in the overall regression models are explored as we consider the condition and covariate regression estimates for child and parent production ( Table 3 ) and for parent + tablet production (Table 4 ).
Child production
As predicted, children in the alternate shape set condition produced significantly more overall tokens (ˇ = 43.7; Std. ˇ = 0.39; p = 0.001), shape names (ˇ = 4.9; Std. ˇ = 0.23; p = 0.047), and spatial language tokens (ˇ = 7.7; Std. ˇ = 0.55; p = 0.001) than the standard shape set and the tablet. They did not produce a significantly different amount of number tokens (ˇ = −1.2; Std. ˇ = −0.06; p = 0.720) or questions (ˇ = 4.0; Std. ˇ = 0.32; p = 0.102). The regression predicting spatial language tokens using all tokens as a covariate was marginally significant for children but was excluded to correct for multiple comparisons (p = 0.023). However, as expected in that regression, children in the alternate condition did appear to produce more spatial language tokens after accounting for all tokens (ˇ = 3.9; Std. ˇ = 0.28; p = 0.016). Therefore, there is strong evidence that children playing with the alternate shapes produced more spatial words overall compared to those playing with only standard shapes and there is somewhat weaker evidence that they produced more spatial words even after accounting for their overall language use.
Also as predicted, children in the tablet condition tended to produce fewer words than children playing with the tangible shape sets; they produced fewer overall tokens (ˇ = −51.3; Std. ˇ = −0.46; p < 0.001), shape names (ˇ = −9.1; Std. ˇ = −0.43; p = 0.002), and questions (ˇ = −2.2; Std. ˇ = −0.18; p = 0.034).
Parent production
Production of the parents in the standard and alternate shape conditions was similar for all of the main study variables. However, for all 5 of the main variables, parents did produce fewer instances in the tablet condition compared to the standard condition [all tokens (ˇ = −131.2; Std. ˇ = −0.45; p < 0.003), shape name tokens (ˇ = −12.0; Std. ˇ = −0.33; p = 0.021), spatial language tokens (ˇ = −16.8; Std. ˇ = −0.40; p = 0.001), number tokens (ˇ = −9.7; Std. ˇ = −0.47; p = 0.001), and questions (ˇ = −16.4; Std. ˇ = −0.55; p = 0.001)]. The 95% confidence intervals for the alternate and tablet condition, which do not overlap with the ˇ weights for each other, indicate that these conditions were also significantly different from each other at a p < 0.05 level.
All language exposure analyses
Comparing the two tablet count means in Fig. 2 or Table 1 (with and without tokens from the tablet), we can see that on average the tablet added an appreciable number of overall tokens (132.9), specifically adding many shape name tokens (65.5), with some additional spatial language (6.3) and questions (6.5). Note that the tablet did repeatedly produce a single deictic spatial word (where) that was used in the context of a single question prompt for one of the modes ("Where is the [shape name]?"). This prompt accounts entirely for the 6.3 spatial language tokens contributed by the tablet, accounts for nearly all of the phrases that were coded as Plots showing bootstrapped mean tokens with 95% confidence intervals by speaker for the main study variables (all tokens, shape name tokens, spatial language tokens, number tokens, and questions asked). questions, and was the source of about 1/10th of the shape names contributed by the tablet.
Considering the production from the tablet, there should be little surprise that the all language exposure regressions in Table 4 show no condition differences for all tokens; the number of overall tokens the tablet produced almost exactly matched how many less words the parents produced in the tablet condition relative to the others. Because the vast majority of these words were shape name tokens, the tablet condition heard many more shape names (ˇ = 53.5; Std. ˇ = 0.85; p < 0.001; all tokens covariate; ˇ = 53.5; Std. = 0.85; p < 0.001) than both of the other two conditions. The small amount of spatial language produced by the tablet was enough to make the spatial language regression not significant (p = 0.051), even though it was in the parent production analyses. However, because the tablet added a lot of words that were not spatial, the tablet condition heard fewer spatial words after accounting for all tokens (ˇ = −9.7; Std. ˇ = −0.48; p < 0.001). The tablet did not produce number words so there was no change relative to the parent production analyses for the regression including only the conditions as predictors (ˇ = −9.6; Std. ˇ = −0.47; p = 0.001; minor variances compared to the parent production table are due to the bootstrapping). However, again because other types of words were added, the regression controlling for all tokens did come out significant; number words heard in the tablet condition were lower a Models marked C used two condition dummy variables as predictors to predict effects of condition. Models marked "Tokens" entered the all tokens variable as the only predictor. Models marked "Tokens + C" are stepwise regressions which entered all tokens as the first predictor (covariate) and then added the condition variables. For the all tokens dependent variable (1), regressions could not be run entering all tokens as a predictor. b In the all language exposure analyses, the tablet condition includes production from both the parent and tablet. The standard and alternate shape sets only include production from the parent, since no tablet was present and there were no other sources of language for the child to hear.
relative to the other conditions after accounting for all tokens (ˇ = −9.7; Std. ˇ = −0.48; p < 0.001). Similar to the spatial language tokens regression, the small number of questions produced by the tablet was enough to cause a change compared to the parent production analyses and the spatial language regression was marginal (p = 0.050). Again though, children in the tablet condition heard fewer questions after controlling for overall tokens (ˇ = −9.9; Std. ˇ = −0.37; p < 0.001).
To summarize, children in the tablet condition heard about the same amount of overall language as those in the other conditions, but a significant amount of that language was produced by the tablet and a very large amount of the language it contributed was restricted to 10 shape names. This means that those in the tablet condition actually heard more shape names than the other conditions but still tended to hear less spatial language, numbers, and questions, after controlling for all tokens. Likewise, the little spatial language and few questions the tablet did contribute were due to a single repeated prompt ("Where is the [shape name]?").
Exploratory analyses
The exploratory regression analyses are reported in full in the online supplement. They used the two condition dummy variables but also included, sex (males = 1), and two condition by sex interaction terms (sex × alternate and sex × tablet) as their standard set of predictors. These analyses also included regressions predicting each of the spatial language subcategories.
Sex differences
For the child production regressions including sex, none of thě weights for sex and none of the sex by condition interactions were significant, meaning that male and female children produced similar amounts of language of all types regardless of condition, as expected. However, overall effects of the sex of the child on parent word production are evident for shape name tokens, with boys hearing more across condition (ˇ = 12.9; Std. ˇ = 0.37; p = 0.048). Though this is marginal, there are also significant Sex × Alternate condition interactions for the regressions predicting all spatial language types (ˇ = 6.3; Std. ˇ = 0.41; p = 0.038; all language covaried -ˇ = 4.8; Std. ˇ = 0.32; p = 0.039) and tokens and types for the continuous amount spatial subcategory (tokens ˇ = 8.7; Std. ˇ = 0.71; p = 0.017; types ˇ = 3.2; Std. ˇ = 0.68; p = 0.003; all language covaried -tokens ˇ = 9.0; Std. ˇ = 0.73; p = 0.009; types ˇ = 2.8; Std. = 0.60; p = 0.002). The graphs in Fig. 3 and means in Table 1 help illustrate the pattern that emerges from these data; there is a weak but general trend toward parents producing more language Table 3 Condition regression estimates for main study variables for child and parent production. Note. The standard shape condition is the reference condition with Beta weights for the other conditions relative to the standard shape set (Alt = alternate; Tab = tablet). a Based on 10,000 samples; confidence intervals (CIs) are bias corrected and accelerated (BCa). b C models used dummy variables for the alternate condition and tablet condition as predictors. Models marked "Tokens + C" entered all tokens as a covariate prior to entering the condition predictors. Values appearing in brackets below the models are the F p-values from the overall regression statistics.
with boys when playing with shape toys, but the alternate shapes, specifically, appear to have some impacts on the language parents produce that is dependent on the sex of their child.
Spatial language subsets
Spatial subcategory D, orientation and transformation words, had means that were effectively 0 for all speakers and all conditions. Subcategory H, pattern words, were also almost 0 for all child production conditions and were very low for all parent production conditions (M < 1). Therefore, these variables had a lack of variability and, not surprisingly, none of the analyses using them were significant.
As previously reported, children in the alternate condition produced more overall spatial language. The only subcategory regression for tokens that was significant was the regression predicting category F-Deictic tokens (ˇ = 5.3; Std. ˇ = 0.77; p = 0.029), which includes the words: anywhere, everywhere, here, nowhere, somewhere, there, where, and wherever.
Parents produced fewer spatial language tokens in the tablet condition. The specific subcategories for which parents in the tablet condition produced fewer spatial tokens relative to the standard shape set were category C-Location and Direction (ˇ = −10.9; Std. ˇ = −0.45; p = 0.001) and category E-Continuous Amount (ˇ = −3.3; Std. ˇ = −0.34; p = 0.011).
Analyses for all language exposure analyses (Parent + Tablet) were similar to the parent production analyses, except that the regressions with the covariate for category C and E also came out significant; the tablet contributed many overall words, but none in those specific categories, so when tablet language is included in the analysis the number of words from those categories is lower after controlling for all language. Because of the repeated prompt from the tablet noted previously ("Where is the [shape name]?"), the tablet did produce a single deictic spatial word (where) that happened with enough frequency that children in the tablet condition heard more deictics than the standard condition when tablet language was included (ˇ = 8.6; Std. ˇ = 0.64; p = 0.001; with all types covariate ˇ = 8.2; Std. ˇ = 0.61; p = 0.002).
Discussion
The design of geometric toys influences parent and child language during interactions around those toys. Seemingly subtle differences had critical effects on the amount of language both parents and children used. Several of our initial hypotheses were supported. Children use more overall tokens, more shape names, and more spatial language tokens with shape toy sets when they include alternate versions of the shapes. Because it is the child's language that appears to be the proximate predictor for later spatial skills (Pruden et al., 2011) , these are important effects. They suggest interactions can be enriched with more spatial language and more meaningful conversations about shapes by making only slight adjustments to toys that many toddlers already use (e.g., shape sorters). Furthermore, these desirable outcomes were achieved without prompting or other intervention. The affordances of the shape toys included in the set are clearly spurring more spatial language that contains information about the key properties of shapes.
Parents, on the other hand, did not as strongly alter their language production with a toy set including more varied shapes as Table 4 Condition regression estimates for main study variables for all language exposure (tablet condition includes parent production and tablet production). Note. The standard shape condition is the reference condition with Beta weights for the other conditions relative to the standard shape set (Alt = alternate; Tab = tablet). a Based on 10,000 samples; confidence intervals (CIs) are bias corrected and accelerated (BCa). b C models used dummy variables for the alternate condition and tablet condition as predictors. Models marked "Tokens + C" entered all tokens as a covariate prior to entering the condition predictors. Values appearing in brackets below the models are the F p-values from the overall regression statistics.
Dep variable
we had expected. Despite affording parents, the opportunities to highlight defining properties of the shapes, they do not appear to have done so in many cases. Anecdotally, at least one of the reasons may be that many parents seemed a little unsure of how to conceptualize some of the alternate shapes themselves. There were also a somewhat surprising number of parents who used the wrong shape terms entirely (e.g., octagon for hexagon). Other studies have shown that simple sets of instructions to parents can influence their subsequent language production and increase their use of spatial language, which we might expect to "trickle down" to children using even more of this language. Though the purpose of this study was to see what parents and children would do without specific instruction, a brief intervention or written explanation of the reasoning behind including the unusual shapes would likely increase parents' attention to defining features and the number of shape comparisons they make. Previous research has demonstrated that spatial language exposure in early childhood may be an important factor for spatial performance (Pruden et al., 2011; Szechter & Liben, 2004) and future research can continue to try to find ways to optimize that exposure.
The importance of language and the impact of early spatial experiences on skills are well established (e.g., Fisher et al., 2013; Pruden et al., 2011) . Though this study does not link the observed language differences to actual child outcomes, papers have documented the role of parental language in teaching spatial information (e.g., Levine et al., 2012; Pruden et al., 2011) . As Roger Brown noted long ago (1958) , using language invites the formation of categories. Spatial categories might be broadened and refined when parents and children are presented with stimuli that include non-standard shapes that appear to invite comparison and discussion. Further-more, when two things receive the same label (e.g., a long skinny rectangle and a shorter, fat one both being called rectangle), children may compare them, noting which features are common and which are not (Gentner & Namy, 1999; Markman, 1989; Waxman & Hall, 1993) . As Gentner (2016) has argued, having the opportunity to compare two similar things invites discovery of the features they have in common. Even adults learn and extend object categories better when they are named (e.g., Lupyan, Rakison, & McClelland, 2007) . Playing with shape toys that contain alternate shapes may well spur greater understanding of the features of shape categories. This work provides a basis on which to create a straightforward intervention using alternate shapes to test causal impacts on shape knowledge and spatial skills.
Spatial apps produce many shape name tokens
Prior work on the influence of electronic toys on parent-child interactions indicated that electronic and digital toys can be disruptive to parents and children producing speech during interactions with them (Sosa, 2016; Zosh et al., 2015) . Indeed, the outcomes of this study comport with those prior studies and our hypotheses; children heard and produced fewer tokens and types of nearly all kinds when playing with the tablet versus the tangible shapes. The only exception, which is a notable one, is that children in the tablet condition tended to hear markedly more shape tokens when you include the parent and the tablet than the parents produced in either of the tangible toy conditions (an average of 92 tokens vs. 40 and 44). While the tablet itself produced many shape words, it should also be noted, that as in most shape apps thus far available on the market (Resnick et al., 2016) , only canonical shapes are pre- sented. Though this type of "drilling" might be helpful with a highly varied shape set featuring novel examples of categories, repeatedly showing the same set of just a few shapes is not likely to help children key in on the truly defining features of the categories. This approach is analogous to trying to teach the differences between a dog and a cat by repeatedly showing children a black lab and an orange-striped house cat. Does their color matter for being a dog or cat? Size?
Our findings on how children and parents interact with electronic toys are largely consistent with previous research demonstrating that digital formats elicit less language during interactions than traditional, non-electronic versions (Zosh et al., 2015) . Such findings present a concern for children whose parents prefer electronic toys or believe that they are highly educational, perhaps due to their classification in the app store as "educational" or the marketing claims made by many companies. Compounding this concern is that lower-income parents are more likely to hold the belief that digital media are highly educational (DeLoache et al., 2010; Hart Research Associates, 2009) , which may only exacerbate SES differences in young children.
It is interesting to consider that with the tablet, most of the shape names were produced by the tablet as a result of children interacting with the shapes on screen. Therefore, with only a very minor design change, children would have had the opportunity to hear shape names associated with varied visual representations for a category. It is true that there are limitations of tablet technology and differences in the affordances of the devices versus the interactions children can have with humans. For example, tablets cannot easily strike up conversations about shape properties or discuss sophisticated spatial concepts. Indeed the tablet application used here did not produce any spatial words describing the shapes and nearly all of the questions it produced were a prompt to point to a shape ("Where is the [shape name]?"). If you consider that electronic toys are often given to children by parents without a specific intention to be a part of the play situation, these limitations are even more concerning.
Nonetheless, there are many instances in which electronic toys, even given the limitations of current technology, could easily be designed to be more in line with educational principles. And there is evidence that high-quality prompts from electronic media can be effective in learning (e.g., Strouse & Ganea, 2016) . Certainly they could be designed to be more encouraging of effective parent-child interactions. Joining other work which spotlights the importance of design in achieving educational goals with electronic media (Clark, Tanner-Smith, & Killingsworth, 2016) , the present findings serve to highlight the importance of well-conceived design in eliciting desirable behaviors from parents and children without the need for complicated and expensive interventions.
Exploratory analyses
Sex differences
Overall, sex differences for children's production were nonexistent in our sample, which is well in line with much of the spatial research on preschool children (Verdine, Golinkoff, Hirsh-Pasek, & Newcombe, 2017) and prior studies of parent-child interactions in preschoolers (e.g., Zosh et al., 2015) . Parents, on the other hand, do produce marginally more shape names with boys and appeared to respond to the alternate shape condition differently depending on the sex of their child. Parents with boys tended to respond to the alternate shape condition in ways that more closely matched our initial hypotheses; they tended to use more spatial language types and tokens (top right panel of Fig. 3) . These analyses were exploratory, the p values relatively small, and some other studies looking at parent-child interactions around spatial activities have not found sex differences (Borriello & Liben, 2017) , so these effects should be interpreted in that context and with caution.
Nonetheless, there is evidence that parent differences in their use of spatial language with children of different sexes relates to later sex differences in spatial language use (Pruden & Levine, 2017) , so additional research is warranted. The apparent patterns observed in this study of shape-based interactions and other research are generally consistent with accounts that sex differences in spatial skills emerge as children age, and that the differences are likely driven by differential exposure to spatial concepts and toys (Baenninger & Newcombe, 1995) . It should be mentioned that in dyadic interactions it is often hard to determine whether one speaker is leading or following; an effect for one speaker could create a similar effect for the other. In this instance, it is unlikely that any of the patterns noted in the language parents were using were being driven by what the children were talking about; there is not even a hint of a sex difference in anything the children produced (Table 1 and Table S11 .C).
Spatial language subsets
The only spatial language subset analyses that indicated significantly higher production for children in the alternate shape set were the number of deictic tokens. Our interpretation is that their overall increase in spatial language for the alternate condition was due to modest increases across a number of spatial subcategories; the alternate condition had the highest or was tied for the highest spatial language tokens for every subcategory (except D-Orientations and Transformations and H-Pattern, which had means that were effectively 0 for all conditions). Most of these increases were not independently large enough to produce significant regressions given our sample size and length of the transcribed interactions. Parents in the tablet condition produced fewer spatial tokens relative to the standard shape set and significant regressions for C-Location and Direction and E-Continuous Amount indicate that the effect was largest for those subcategories. However, again, the tablet condition tended to have lower means for every category of spatial language relative to one or both of the other conditions. Low mean counts for many of the subcategories due to the relatively short interactions require caution in interpreting these results. Nonetheless, from these data, it would be hard to conclude that any specific type of spatial language was unilaterally influenced by condition for either parents or children. It would also be hard to conclude that any of the spatial subsets definitely were not influenced by condition. Thus, we consider these outcomes in line with a general effect on spatial language rather than a highly pointed one, though more research is obviously needed.
Educational implications
These findings on the effects of alternate shapes on parent-child conversation about geometric shapes highlight the importance of toy design on the shape language our children hear. Analogous to the "30 million word gap," Libertus and Golinkoff (2017) have referred to the "The Great Shortchange" as emphasizing the low prevalence of discussion of math concepts. Some parents of toddlers use an average of more than 30 number words every hour (e.g., "Where are the three girls in the picture?). Other parents, however, use only one number word every two hours, on average (Levine, Suriyakham, Rowe, Huttenlocher, & Gunderson, 2010) . This creates close to a 6000 percent difference in math input at home. The results are even more worrisome when we look at preschool teachers. Some preschool teachers use more than 100 math words per hour, but others use only one -almost a 10,000 percent difference (Klibanoff, Levine, Huttenlocher, Vasilyeva, & Hedges, 2006) . Given these differences in children's experience, it is no surprise that some children are better prepared to acquire new math concepts and enter kindergarten with that advantage. Although some children can barely count to 10, others are already doing basic arithmetic. Thus, it is essential to find simple ways to increase the prevalence of spatial and mathematical discussions between parents, children, and educators. Given the recent Common Sense Media findings that mobile device use has tripled among young children (Rideout, 2017) , digital prompts that provide scaffolding and quality stimuli that can be used with parents or individually during play are needed. The results of this study suggest that one way to make these improvements is by tweaking shape sets (and other shape toys such as puzzles and blocks) to include more varied shapes and perhaps providing hints to parents about what to talk about as they play.
Limitations and future directions
The fact that the app did not contain any atypical or alternate versions of the shapes limits our ability to generalize the findings from the two tangible shape conditions to digital materials. Ideally we would have completed a fully crossed design using both standard and alternate shape sets with both the digital and tangible materials. There were, however, no apps available on the market at the time that included an appropriate set of varied and unusual or less-canonical shapes. Comparing from app to tangible shapes is further complicated by the fact that the structure of the game in the app was notably different from how some parents and children chose to play with the tangible shapes. In the real world, outside of a lab setting, children are often handed a tablet to play with independently, without input from parents. As children's technology use continues to become more prevalent, it will be crucial to understand and explore potential features that may improve children's learning from apps. Perhaps future apps will incorporate more varied shapes and rely more heavily on learning science design principles (Hirsh-Pasek et al., 2015) .
Additionally, the conditions of the experiment were well controlled to facilitate comparison, but the means for the variables are likely not reflective of what those means might be in a typical, naturalistic situation in the home. Although it is unlikely to have generated the condition differences, given that parents were instructed to teach their children shapes in this more guided context, it seems likely that the means for spatial talk and some of the other variables in this study are higher per unit of time than they would be if they were generated from a free play session in the home, where the materials were simply present. Our sample was also fairly limited in terms of race and socioeconomic status, which likely influences how the data generalize. Almost all parents had college degrees and the sample was predominantly white. Future research is needed with a more diverse sample to examine possible demographic differences (e.g. SES) in parent-child interaction quality and the influences of the condition manipulations. Shape and spatial language use may also be mediated by parent knowledge of shapes and spatial concepts, which may be another compelling area for future research and would be essential in translating some of the current findings into real-world applications.
Conclusions
This paper has shown that toy design matters for children hearing and using spatial language that can facilitate their understanding geometric shape properties. Overall, apps and other electronic toys appear to discourage parental and child spatial and shape talk. Until such time that these apps include shape variants and encourage parent-child interaction, this paper suggests that tangible materials tend to elicit more spatial language from children and adults of the type that appear likely to foster shape knowledge and spatial skills. Regardless of the toy type used, variations in the shapes included in shape toy sets may be key to encouraging comparison and discovery of the common features of shapes within the same category. Given the importance of exposing children to shape language for their future spatial competence (e.g., Pruden et al., 2011) , these findings have significant implications for toy design and for educational materials.
iPad and app we gave you to teach (child's name) as much as you can about shapes. Do you have any questions?
The only other thing I want to add is that our camera is going to be right up here. It would be really helpful to us if you did not sit between the camera and (child's name) so that we can be sure the camera will be able to see what both of you are doing.
